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Figure 1: Left: Basic concept of RBIR illustrated by the envisioned scenario of grocery shopping. Center: Our situated photograph Image Retrieval prototype, showing a photograph taken by the user (yellow, in the middle) and extracted tags. Result pictures retrieved from pixabay.com. Right: Recipe search prototype, showing tagged groceries as input for a recipe search.

ABSTRACT

Today, the widespread use of mobile devices allows users to search information “on the go”, whenever and wherever they want, no longer confining Information Retrieval to classic desktop interfaces. We believe that technical advances in Augmented Reality will allow Information Retrieval to go even further, making use of both the users’ surroundings and their abilities to interact with the physical world. In this paper, we present the fundamental concept of Reality-Based Information Retrieval, which combines the classic Information Retrieval process with Augmented Reality technologies to provide context-dependent search cues and situated visualizations of the query and the results. With information needs often stemming from real-world experiences, this novel combination has the potential to better support both Just-in-time Information Retrieval and serendipity. Based on extensive literature research, we propose a conceptual framework for Reality-Based Information Retrieval. We illustrate and discuss this framework and present two prototypical implementations, which we tested in small user studies. They demonstrate the feasibility of our concepts and inspired our discussion of notable challenges for further research in this novel and promising area.
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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Searching for information plays a dominant role in the everyday life of people of the so-called “information age”. We rely on search engines to fulfill our information needs, which might be more or less abstract or specific, highly depending on the real-world context or completely in the digital domain, with a practical impact or just out of sheer curiosity. Originally, information retrieval was exerted in the physical world, for example in a library, by asking other people, and reading public notifications. Later, it has long been (and is still) performed on desktop computers, fixed at a single location as a gateway to a virtual environment containing the digital information sources. These traditional search interfaces force the user to abstract information needs to specify the query and to “translate” the results back to match his or her real-world demands. Today, with the dissemination of powerful mobile devices and appropriate bandwidth, search has gone mobile. Statistics show that today more web searches take place on mobile devices than on computers1.

1.1 Understanding Mobile Search & Information Needs

Since the beginning of the smartphone era, a large number of short- and long-term studies have been conducted to investigate mobile
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1Google Blog, May 2015: https://adwords.googleblog.com/2015/05/building-for-next-moment.html
search behavior and mobile information needs. The most comprehensive one to date is a 3-month-study of daily information needs with 100 users by Church et al. [14]. It shows that “daily information needs are highly varied, intricate, and dynamic” and highly influenced by contextual factors. A preceding study [15] showed that most information needs occurred when participants were mobile, i.e., away from desk, traveling, on-the-go. They distinguished geographical needs, needs related to Personal Information Management (PIM), like schedules, contacts, etc., and informational needs, that is, “focused on the goal of obtaining information about a topic”. The majority of information needs (mobile and non-mobile) were informational, and 64% of informational intents arose in a mobile context [15]. Still, a large extent of research on mobile search interfaces is focused on geographical or PIM-related needs, incorporating the user’s context (location, time, activity, social context, etc.) to adapt the search interface or visualize results, e.g., map-based interfaces [31], and informational needs are addressed to a lesser extend. Approaches that deal with the various informational needs (e.g., how-to’s, facts, explanations, advice) either focus on the advancement of input modalities and interaction techniques for complex, explicit queries, like [4, 32, 43], or they try to limit the extent of required input as much as possible. For example, they use reasoning to derive implicit information from background knowledge [37], provide automatic query-term extraction from Web content [55], or use question-answering systems [45] to extent given keywords and provide natural language answers. Of course, both strategies are driven by the limited capabilities of mobile devices for query formulation, e.g., text input by touch keyboard or speech input, or visual input by camera [22]. Other research is focused on situation-aware filtering or ranking of search results [8] taking into account the limited display size of mobile devices.

1.2 The Potential of AR-based Information Retrieval

We believe that in the future, Information Retrieval (IR) will not only be location-based but actually return to happen in the real world. It will be tightly intertwined with the physical world itself in what we call Reality-based Information Retrieval (RBIR). With the help of Augmented Reality (AR) technology, we aim to decrease the gulf of execution and evaluation [27] for a broad range of search applications by providing Natural User Interfaces based on the situated visualization of search stimuli, queries, and results. In a few years, AR glasses are likely to become mainstream and to be a common form factor in a “post-smartphone era”. Search facilities will be a vital part of such versatile devices, not only because of the constant need for information in mobile contexts but also because of the novel opportunities to satisfy it much better. One of these opportunities is the concept of Just-in-time Information Retrieval (JITIR) [48], proactively retrieving information “based on a person’s local context in an easily accessible yet non-intrusive manner”, which is very similar to the idea of “finding what you need with zero query terms (or less)” envisioned in [2]. JITIR heavily relies on modeling the user’s context (e.g., location, time, application usage, individual preferences and interests, and nearby objects) and situationally matching it to the environment. So far, it has seen limited use in mobile AR settings (e.g., [1]).

In addition to that, a focus of current research in Human-computer Information Retrieval concentrates on the understanding of serendipity, “an unexpected experience prompted by an individual’s valuable interaction with ideas, information, objects, or phenomena” [43], leading to unforeseeable, but much more valuable insights. According to [41], some strategies can stimulate serendipity, like “going out and about” to experience new things one might not have come across otherwise, or “keeping [...] eyes and ears open to things happening” in order to recognize or to be receptive for connections. More than any other digital environment, AR is able to support serendipity in information access by fusing virtual and physical information artifacts, suggesting contextual information [1], and assisting the user to “follow up on potentially valuable opportunities” [41]. Furthermore, studies investigating mobile search activities showed that “interactions with the material world tend to create more information needs and information seeking behaviors than virtual interactions” [12]. Therefore, we believe that examining how to combine IR and AR to better integrate Information Retrieval into the physical world is a promising field of research.

In our endeavor to pave the way for a new generation of immersive, in-the-wild IR systems, we seek to close the gap between both research fields, Augmented Reality and Information Retrieval. Thus, our main contributions in this perspective paper are as follows:

1. We present the general and novel concept of Reality-based Information Retrieval (RBIR),
2. and suggest a conceptual framework for the design of future RBIR systems by integrating Natural Interaction and Situated Augmentations into the classical information retrieval model.
3. We report on two implemented prototypes which we tested in small-scale user studies that demonstrate the feasibility of our ideas, and
4. derive and discuss future challenges of RBIR.

2 ENVISIONED SCENARIOS AND BASIC CONCEPT

We illustrate the basic concept of Reality-based Information Retrieval with the following scenario:

Alice and Bob are at the market place to buy groceries. Although they have a broad idea on what they plan to cook, they are not sure about the dessert. They use the new Reality-based Information Retrieval system with its lightweight AR glasses (see Figure 1, left). As they look at the different fruits and vegetables, small indicators light up, showing that the system has additional information ready for them. Going nearer, virtual tags appear floating above exotic fruits in addition to the physical price tags. The tags tell the couple that these are kumquat and provide information about their origin and the supply chain. Bob and Alice select the fruit’s tag to search for kumquat recipes. The recipes appear scattered in front of them, showing the most relevant results closer to them. Organically, clusters of related recipes form. Bob selects a recipe with an interesting preview picture and gets nutrition and allergy information. He notices that a graph of other required ingredients is visualized, connecting the kumquats with beets and avocados at a different booth. Surprised that there are recipes with both kumquats and beets, Bob wants to find other such recipes. He adds the beets to the search query, most recipes fade out while some light up. While looking at other fruits and vegetables, Alice
remembers that they had a delicious avocado dessert last week. She wants to share the recipe with others. She connects it to the avocados, allowing future market visitors to find the dish and get inspired just like her.

We also envision other use cases for RBIR, e.g.,

- **Image retrieval**: Anne searches for pictures to decorate her living room by virtually placing relevant results from an image database on her wall. The RBIR application extracts visual features from the surrounding for content-based image retrieval to filter the result set of relevant images, e.g., regarding dominant colors.
- **Literature search**: Alex draws a book from a bookshelf of his housemate and searches for related publications of the author. The RBIR application identifies the book and its metadata. The writing on the book cover is augmented by virtual controls as overlays which Alex physically touches to start a search. Results are presented in the bookshelf in front of him.
- **Video retrieval**: Currently watching a soccer game, Phil searches for soccer videos with scenes showing similar positions of the players for comparison. The RBIR application analyses the relative positions and motion vectors of the identified players on the field and suggests similar recordings.

The scenario and short examples illustrate our concept of Reality-based Information Retrieval from the user’s point of view. Locations and objects in the physical world regularly trigger information needs in our daily lives. Thus, the fusion of virtual and physical information artifacts and the application of JITIR could lead to unexpected, but valuable information. Addressing this, information about the physical world, as well as associated abstract content, is digitally connected to these objects or locations and accessed by the means of AR technology. Users wear mixed reality headsets or smart glasses. They get context-specific suggestions for search terms, e.g., in form of tags virtually attached to real world objects. The basis for these tags can be manifold: Low-level (visual) features from an image analysis, higher-level meaning derived from object recognition, or even information explicitly attached by other users or supplied by smart things. Making use of these sources, the users build search queries addressing their information needs. Retrieved documents are then presented, can be browsed, and allow for relevance feedback. To seamlessly integrate the system into the users’ routines, the visualizations of tags, queries, and results should all be designed to prevent visual overload or the occlusion of important real-world information. Furthermore, all interaction steps are to be supported by natural interaction techniques that allow users to benefit from, e.g., proprioception, and minimize cognitive load.

3 RELATED WORK

Although some application-specific approaches do exist, as of yet little work has been done to address issues in the intersection of the fields of IR and AR. Ajanki et al. [1] developed a prototype system which retrieves information relevant to contextual cues, i.e., people identified using face recognition techniques and objects with attached markers, to be presented with AR techniques on a handheld or head-mounted display. A similar approach was presented in [30]: face recognition techniques were used to retrieve video snippets from a personal lifelog to immediately show previous encounters with the person the user is currently looking at. General visual cues as input parameters were addressed in work from the field of Mobile Visual Search [22], showing the feasibility of content-based query term extraction from photos taken of objects in the environment [21, 59]. Other perceptive and contextual cues have been addressed, with Mobile Audio Search (involving technologies like speech recognition, audio fingerprinting, query-by-humming) and Location-based Mobile Search leading the way [58]. On the other side, ongoing research deals with the challenges of data integration and provision, e.g., using linked data and Semantic Web technologies for Augmented Reality [42, 61], to exploit the huge amount of publicly available interlinked information.

Another interesting field of related work is the realization of information retrieval in a virtual reality (VR) setting, involving 3D information exploration and browsing. Work like [13, 46, 62] informs the design of AR interaction and visualization techniques for query and result interaction even if it lacks the aspect of registration in the real world.

Placing information and labels in AR according to their connection to the real world has been subject to extensive research published in the last few years [23, 29, 39, 40, 47] and the concepts of In Situ Visual Analytics [20] and Situated Analytics [17] bring visual analytics into AR environments. The tightness of the coupling between virtual and physical world characterizes the different strategies: the spectrum ranges from a very weak coupling like in the concept of 2D information spaces in 3D mixed reality environments [19, 20], to a very tight coupling like in the concept of embedded data representations [57].

The design space of AR applications and the extent of research in the field of AR (cf. [50] for an overview) forms the basis of our conceptual framework for the novel paradigm of Reality-based Information Retrieval.

4 A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR REALITY-BASED IR

In the following we present and discuss our conceptual framework for Reality-Based Information Retrieval (RBIR). We base this framework on the general model of the Information Retrieval process as described in various forms [10, 25, 49]. Figure 2 shows our concept as an adaptation of the system-oriented IR model described in [25]. In contrast to other models, e.g., those based on cognitive IR theory [28], it is ideally suited to emphasize and delineate the two aspects Interaction and Representation. In that model, a user’s Information Need is formulated as a machine-understandable Query that is matched against the internal representation of the source documents (Indexed documents) which form the database. The result, a usually sorted set of Retrieved documents, then either satisfies the information need or leads to a reformulated or new query or an abort. The processes of Query formulation and Feedback form the Interaction side of the front-end to the IR system, the Query itself and the set of Retrieved documents form the Representation side. To integrate the aspects of Augmented Reality to form a conceptual model of Reality-Based Information Retrieval, we adopted the three
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2Of course, user feedback in terms of Relevance Feedback can also be used to adapt matching parameters or even indexing parameters within a dynamic IR system. This is not in the scope of this paper.
elements of an AR application described by Billinghurst et al. [7]: real physical objects, virtual elements and interaction metaphor. These three components are represented in Figure 2 as Physical world (i.e., real physical objects), Situated augmentation (i.e., virtual elements), and Natural interaction (i.e., interaction metaphor).

The user, depicted on the left side, is an integral part of the physical world and can be described with parameters such as overall Goals (from which a certain information need arise), Context (which both may trigger or influence an information need), and Expertise (which affects the user’s ability to identify and specify an information need). These parameters are influenced by past or present real world experiences. On the other side, the content of documents (or information objects in general) which the user wants to retrieve represent parts of the physical world or are at least associated with them. The Indexing process involves an analysis of these associations and representations in combination with the (predicted) information need of the user.

4.1 The Physical World
Embedding the IR process into the physical world is one of the key aspects of Reality-Based Information Retrieval. Sensory input from the real world, mainly visual and auditory stimuli, are one of the main triggers for information needs: We want to know which song is playing on the radio, are interested in the name of an actor on a movie poster, or require nutrition information for a product in the supermarket. We focus mainly on visual and auditory input as these are best supported by today’s hardware and also have the highest bandwidth. However, in the future, other input channels (e.g., smell) could also come into play.

4.1.1 Physical World Stimuli. Both specific real-world objects and the environment in general provide the contextual cue and input for the users’ queries [1]. We differentiate several classes of physical world stimuli (inspired by commonly used abstraction levels in Content-based Image Retrieval [16]):

1. Low-level features that can be directly extracted from the input stream. Visual examples are dominant colors and textures, acoustic examples are loudness or pitch.
2. Mid-level features that are usually based on classification or pattern detection processes, such as object classes or materials, based on their visual appearance like texture, shape, surface reflectivity, etc. Acoustic examples are instrumental features and distinguishing music from spoken content.

3. High-level concepts that include identities derived from low- and mid-level features and background knowledge, e.g., specific people or devices, a specific piece of music, speaker recognition (who is it) and recognized spoken content (what is said).
4. Associated data and services that are either provided by a (smart) object itself or are externally hosted and logically connected to an object, e.g., user-generated content connected to an object or location, social media channels about or related to the object, etc.

These classes also show a progression from physical to human-defined properties. As such, the first two and sometimes the third class are openly observable features while the latter needs instrumentation (i.e., active beacons) and/or external databases.

4.1.2 Contextual Cues. The interpretation of the scene and its objects can be dependent on the context. We differentiate between context free cues, which are usually low-level features (e.g., color), cues with a weak context (e.g., knowledge about general settings such as “office” helps to identify object classes), and those with a strong context (including, e.g., the exact location, beacons, or QR codes). A deep contextual knowledge can facilitate sensemaking and is also the gate to attached data and services, making for a more powerful system than achievable by context free data only. However, information about the context may be missing, limited, or misinterpreted. As such, Reality-based Information Retrieval systems should at least support a fall back to context-free cues if the use case allows for it.

4.1.3 Output. The physical world is not only the source for information needs and query input. By appropriation of existing displays or embedded physicalizations [57] (i.e., physical objects used for in-situ data representation), the physical world can also be used to visualize queries or result sets, or even give acoustic feedback. Furthermore, using the physical world as output enables collaborative search scenarios, making it easier to share and discuss information or results, or direct users to particular artifacts. We see embedded physicalizations as an optional feature for Reality-based Information Retrieval to enhance user experience, but its realization should be considered carefully regarding privacy issues.

4.2 Situated Augmentation for Reality-based IR
The registration of content in 3D forms the connection between the physical and virtual world. Aligning virtual objects with related...
physical objects (locally) or the physical world (globally) makes them intuitively understandable and easier to interpret. For content that is semantically related to the environment, White and Feiner introduced the term Situated Visualization [56]. In this case, the connection between presented information and the location is characterized by the congruence or intersection of their meaning. Here, we use the term Situated Augmentation to emphasize that it should not be restricted to visual representation. Within our framework for RBIR we propose three concepts for Situated Augmentation as described in the following.

(1) Situated Stimulus. We define a Situated Stimulus as the representation of real-world object properties (see above) as input for a search query. Ideally, but not necessarily, they would correspond to the psychological stimuli from the physical world that trigger an information need. The simplest form of visualization for situated stimuli are labels placed in the scene. It is important that the user mentally associates them to the objects or environments that they belong to. Such a connection can be visually supported by placing the labels near the corresponding object or linking them with lines (cf. for example Figure 1, right). Additional visual variables can be used to encode, e.g., the type of the underlying property. More advanced visualizations include example pictures or highlighting of the corresponding physical object.

There are two strategies to dynamically create situated stimuli in an AR scenario: (a) processing the whole scene (either 2D or 3D) in front of the user to find Regions-of-interest (ROI) and identify visible physical objects in the camera’s field-of-view [24] or (b) analyzing the users gaze points to detect and extract ROI [54] and identify and label objects in the visual focus. Using 2D or 3D information to solve these tasks depends on the technical abilities of the used AR device. The second strategy has the advantage of significantly reducing the complexity of object detection by narrowing down the search area according to users interests. Nevertheless, the first strategy seems better suitable to support serendipity.

(2) Situated Query Representation. The visualization of the queries depends on their complexity and the requirements of the use case. In a very simple case where single situated or only a few equally weighted stimuli are used as search input, no further query visualization may be needed except a feedback which stimuli are used to form the query (e.g., by highlighting the label).

For more complex queries consisting of several terms which are, e.g., individually weighted and/or combined with logical operators, a 2D virtual user interface [19] showing the selected terms and their relation can be used to provide an overview of the request and also allow for editing it. In Figure 3 we illustrate a conceivable example for a 2D query representation based on the Filter/Flow metaphor by Young and Shneiderman [60] to visualize boolean queries. Other visualization techniques developed for classical 2D representation would be suitable as well. Spatial visualization of a query in 3D provides the opportunity to give weight to the connection between query components and the physical world (e.g., as a network [6]), but regarding data overload and visual cluttering it should be considered carefully.

(3) Situated Result Representation. Of course, the representation of search results plays a very important role in a RBIR application. AR provides a number of possibilities determined by

(1) the intrinsic order/structure of the result set(s) (e.g., ordered by relevance, hierarchy, certain properties like timestamp, etc.)
(2) the reference to the real-world (e.g., placing visualizations relative to the user, i.e., body-referenced, or relative to the environment by augmenting vertical or horizontal surfaces) [50], and
(3) the mapping of the result space (e.g., using metaphors like a bookshelf, 3D shapes in free-space [62], or local coordinate systems like the space above a table [11]).

Although the results may also be presented on a 2D virtual user interface with its “advantages in efficiency, speed, precision and reduction of clutter” [19], the opportunity to map parameters to the physical world, e.g., using distance to the user to represent relevance of individual results, and the ability to move within or relative to it has proven benefits (e.g., [5, 11]).

4.3 Natural Interaction for Reality-based IR

Various interaction techniques have been proposed for AR [7], ranging from traditional input devices, such as keyboard, mouse, and touch screen to advanced 3D interaction methods and natural interaction techniques. Regarding our envisioned application scenarios, the use of traditional input devices such as keyboard and mouse is not suitable. However, an additional touch-enabled device such as a smartphone could simply provide text input or serve as a handy device for pointing, selecting or data transfer [38]. Furthermore, several ideas of purpose-built devices for interaction in AR have been proposed [34, 53]. Other interaction modalities applicable in an AR environment are voice input, free-hand gestures, tangible input, body motion, and gaze. In summary also referred to as natural interaction techniques. Gaze is by far the most unobtrusive and discreet input modality when we think of use cases in public space. Based on the elementary interaction tasks in the IR process (see Figure 2), we distinguish four Natural Interaction tasks within RBIR as described in the following.

(1) Natural Query Specification. A query can be submitted to an IR system in the form of
(a) text, like keywords, tags, natural language, artificial query language, commands, etc.
(b) key-value pairs, e.g., for property-based or faceted search,
(c) one or more examples, in case of Query-by-Example / similarity-based search, or
(d) via associations, e.g., in browsing scenarios.
Of course, the most natural and efficient input modality for text is voice input [26], but it has its drawbacks regarding privacy issues, social acceptance, and in noisy environments. This is to a great extent also the case for free-hand gestures [35, 36] and body motion [51] as interaction modalities. We believe that gaze input in combination with additional hardware like a smartphone or smart-watch for confirmation [52] and manipulation is most applicable for the above mentioned query modalities (b)-(d), so long as query formulation can be down-scaled to a selection task. This in turn means that the user should be able to select from a range of items, i.e., a set of possible values for properties or facets (b), a set of examples for similarity-based search (c) and a set of linked items for exploration/browsing (d). These items can be virtual, but also and more particularly physical (physical world stimuli), e.g., picking a color from a surface, capturing a part of the scene as visual example (a query-by-photograph metaphor [3]) or browsing through a taxonomy of recognized higher concepts. Certainly, this only works if the system is able to provide items or the physical world contains according stimuli.

(2) Natural Result Exploration and Interaction. Depending on the concrete reference and mapping of the result representation (see above), we envision spatial interaction techniques as proposed in [33] or gaze-supported multimodal interaction like [52] for natural result exploration. Spatial interaction involves a much more intense immersion. Locally or globally registered information spaces can be explored by physical movement of the user, e.g., determining the level of detail by the distance and the type of information by the angle to the object [33]. We also imagine unobtrusive wearable input devices like smartwatches, ring devices [18] or other novel devices [34] for casual interaction with even large result sets using zooming, panning, sorting, and filtering techniques.

(3) Natural User Feedback. Interacting with a result set is of course an implicit form of giving relevance feedback. Thus, any above mentioned modality could serve as input for user feedback, especially gaze [63] and spatial interaction [33], e.g., coming closer to an item gives it more weight, literally turning one’s back on an item excludes it from the relevant results. Additionally, we imagine to rearrange results as a form of relevance feedback using motion and gestures or additional devices. We propose the idea of metaphorical relevance feedback using or establishing relations between results and the physical world, e.g., by explicitly placing results onto or near physical-world objects that symbolize a certain usage like a trash basket (removal), a notice board (keeping), or a personal device (taking along).

(4) Natural Annotation. Beyond the rather implicit user feedback described above, we also envision a natural way for the user to annotate physical stimuli, situated stimuli as well as retrieved results, resp. the connection between stimuli and results. Of course, the user benefits from his/her personal annotations. They support sememeaking but also serendipity in the sense of “remembering and drawing on previous experiences” as one of the key strategies [41]. Furthermore, like in the envisioned scenario in Section 2 we also imagine social interaction or loose collaboration. User annotations left in AR may inspire other users or help them discover new aspects or connections. Creating and leaving annotations in AR necessitates interaction techniques that allow the user to register them to the environment, in either a specific or abstract way. Precisely placing virtual artifacts in the real world is typically a very cumbersome task. In order to achieve a rather casual interaction, placing annotations and thus connecting them to physical stimuli should be supported by semantic and contextual cues, e.g., annotations could “snap” to their location according to their meaning and the user’s context.

5 EXPERIMENTS WITH REALITY-BASED IR
To show the general feasibility of our proposed concept for Reality-based Information Retrieval, we implemented two prototypes. Both implementations described below realize different information retrieval concepts in AR for the Microsoft HoloLens device 3, using its build-in functions for image processing, augmentation and interaction. We also tested these prototypes in short, preliminary studies to collect feedback for further design iterations.

5.1 Case Study I: Situated Photograph Image Retrieval
Our first prototype realizes the basic concept of situated photograph queries in AR for image retrieval. It incorporates the usage of a photograph metaphor based on [3] to extract visual information from the environment as query parameters. The implementation is quite simple: performing an air-tap gesture the user takes a photograph of the center of the visible scene, which is displayed as a query object in the middle of a 2D canvas located in free space in front of the user (see Figure 1, center). This implements the three main aspects of RBIR: Natural interaction techniques to formulate a query based on some physical, real-world stimuli and situated augmentations enriching the user’s environment. The picture is sent to the Microsoft Computer Vision REST API 4 to retrieve automatically assigned tags. The tags are then used to retrieve preview images from the Pixabay API 5. The retrieved images are displayed as preview images around the initial query image and labeled with the corresponding tags. The actual query, i.e., searching for images with specific tags, is executed by tapping on a tag, thus making use of the same techniques to interact with digital and physical objects. A second 2D canvas serves as result visualization, which can be freely placed on available surfaces by the user using gaze direction and air tap. This result canvas shows the sorted set of images retrieved from the Pixabay API using one or more selected tags (see Figure 4). The user can also take multiple photos and thus create multiples query canvases to combine tags corresponding to different objects. Selecting one of the preview images replaces the original photo with the chosen image which is then used as query source, allowing the user to iteratively browse through pictures.

---
3Microsoft HoloLens: https://www.microsoft.com/hololens
4Microsoft Cognitive Services: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/home
5RESTful interface for searching and retrieving free high-quality images from Pixabay, see https://pixabay.com/api/docs/.
Evaluation: We conducted a qualitative user study to evaluate the usability of situated photograph queries as a basic interaction technique for RBIR. Seven male students from the local university, aged between 22 and 26 years, took part. A series of tasks was chosen to provoke interaction between the user and the application. Every task consisted of one or two keywords that the user should search for. The task was considered complete when the keyword(s) were active on the result canvas. Simple tasks were set at the beginning to facilitate getting started. In order to follow and later reproduce the participants’ actions during usability testing, all discrete user activities (e.g., taking pictures, tapping a preview image for browsing) were logged. Users were asked to “think aloud” and give statements about the application whenever they encountered a special situation or problem. These statements were recorded using a camcorder. In a follow-up questionnaire we assessed the application using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [9].

During the study we could observe two opposing ways of interacting with the prototype, which was confirmed by an analysis of the logs: (1) using the photograph technique only as an initial query and browsing through tags by selecting preview images (browsing) and (2) using the photograph technique repeatedly to refine a query (non-browsing). While non-browsing participants performed fewer interactions per minute (average of 4.8 versus 5.4), the average time spent using the application was also lower (26 min.) compared to browsing participants (38 min.). In total, non-browsing participants performed fewer interactions (average of 124 versus 209) to solve the tasks. This possibly results from the fact that browsing often incorporates rather quick jumping from one picture to the next, which involves comparatively many tapping interactions in a short period of time. The browsing strategy was more time consuming and involved more interactions compared to a non-browsing behavior. Additionally, the analysis of the questionnaire also indicates that browsing participants needed more effort (2.3 versus 1.7), especially for “getting the right keywords”, and felt less pleasure (3.4 versus 4.3) when using the application. The perception of usefulness varies regarding the provided features, but the average differences are small (3.9 versus 3.6). Although differences in the SUS score between the groups of participants are generally not big (72.5 for browsing versus 79.4 for non-browsing), it is worth noting that browsing participants rated the application lower in 7 of the 10 statements compared to non-browsing participants.

Although general implications should not be made, we observed that browsing participants were less aware of the room and used it less during their interaction with the application. Participants who recognized their environment and its possibilities were not only more effective but also more confident. This insight encouraged our work on a succeeding experiment (described in the following) where we decided to provide visual guidance to the user in order to support the awareness of the environment and physical stimuli.

5.2 Case Study II: Recipe Search

For our second prototype we were inspired by the food search scenario presented earlier. The concept behind this prototype is that food, e.g., fruits and vegetables, is augmented with labels. The user then selects such tags to form a search query. As results, a set of recipes containing the selected ingredients are presented. In contrast to the first prototype, we opted against the user explicitly taking photographs. Instead, the concept is to have the current camera image automatically analyzed in the background, showing tags as they are generated and thus better supporting serendipity. In reference to our framework, the tags are examples for mid-level features that represent object classes, either specifically (e.g., “apple”) or more generally (e.g., “meat”). For improved reliability and stable results necessary for the evaluation, we decided to pre-generate the tags for the prototype instead of using an actual computer vision API. The recipe search is implemented using the Food2Fork web API[6], which returns a list of recipes with ingredients, preview images, and other metadata.

Figure 4: Aggregation of the tags “red” (left) and “keyboard” (right) from different photographs to build a combined query (middle). Result pictures retrieved from pixabay.com.

Figure 5: First-person mixed reality capture of the Recipe Search prototype showing the tags in the foreground, the result visualization (left) and the query (right) in the background. Result data retrieved from Food2Fork.com.

The visualization is graph oriented, with tags being connected to the corresponding real-world location and also to the query that they are a part of. This helps to show the spatial relations between keywords and results. Extending this, it would be feasible to also visually link result ingredients to the search query. The query as well as the results are shown on spatially positioned 2D canvases that automatically turn towards the user. Similar to the first prototype, interaction is based on gaze pointing and the air tap gesture of the HoloLens. Users can select tags to add them to

[6]Food2Fork: https://food2fork.com/about/api
the query or, when tag and canvas are next to each other, simply
drag them to the canvas.

**Evaluation:** We tested our second prototype with four usability
experts (three male, one female, aged 26 to 34). To this end we
prepared a large table in our lab with 13 different fresh vegetables
and fruits, their arrangement resembling a real market place. All
goods where digitally annotated with their type. After signing
informed consent, the participants received a short introduction
to the use case and the prototype. They then had the chance to
freely explore the system for approximately 10 minutes, looking up
recipes based on selections of the augmented ingredients presented
on the table. As in the first study, the participants were encouraged
to voice their opinion and talk about positive and negative aspects
as they encountered them (*think-aloud*). Afterwards, they filled out
a questionnaire consisting of nine 5-point Likert items on usability
and five items on serendipity, based on the *Serendipitous Digital
Environment scale* (SDE) [44].

The experts reported a high usability: For instance, learnability
was rated with an average score of 4.5 out of 5, and confidence
in using the application was rated 4 out of 5. Our participants re-
ported a medium level of serendipity, e. g., partly agreeing that it
invites examination of its content (3.5 out of 5). We believe that the
study setting and its limited scope negatively affected serendipity.
In their comments, the experts provided valuable feedback on sev-
eral potential problems of the prototype for real world use. This
feedback, in combination with the results of the first study, informs
the challenges that we present in the following section.

## 6 CHALLENGES

In this section we identify open research challenges, informed both
by our review of related literature and our own experiences with
our prototypes. We believe that addressing these challenges will be
the key to future successful RBIR.

A main challenge is to clarify if existing retrieval models are
suitable for RBIR. While we believe that current models can be ap-
pied, incorporating extended context models and considering the
imprecise nature of the user input will be beneficial. Subsequently,
new evaluation methodologies should be examined to suitably mea-
sure effectiveness while considering the serendipitous nature of the
interface. Approaches like the *Serendipitous Digital Environment
scale* [44] might be promising starting points. Additionally, there
are some technical challenges, which are not specific to RBIR but
still need to be addressed. They include the weight and battery life
of the devices and the availability of a reliable, low-latency com-
munication infrastructure. Also, object detection and registration
of virtual content in the scene is an ongoing research challenge.

In the following we would like to highlight some challenges we
think are crucial for the success of RBIR:

**Reliable Stimulus Detection & Identification:** Currently, there is
no system that accurately classifies arbitrary objects and their prop-
erties in real time, let alone on a mobile device. We believe that local
pre-computation, e. g., finding regions of interest or determining
the scene context, combined with cloud-based object classification
would be promising for the use case of RBIR. However, stimulus
detection is not only a question of computer vision. It is just as
important to assess the user’s attention to objects or environmental
features as a form of relevance feedback. In this context, having a
reliable user model allows to estimate what a user might be inter-
ested in and how to correctly interpret stimuli. On the other hand,
we believe that unexpected (i. e., wrong) results could actually im-
prove serendipity by presenting new and surprising opportunities,
as long as the system as a whole still feels reliable.

**Visibility & Subtlety:** Designing suitable and effective visualiza-
tions for the queries and results in 3D is a major challenge. In
particular, there are two conflicting goals regarding the choice of
visualization. On one hand, the aim is to design augmentations
that stand out well enough to be recognized even in cluttered envi-
ronments. A specific goal has to be supporting the mental model
of the user, in this case the association between real objects and
virtual content. Here, in contrast to many other AR applications,
not only spatial cues but also, e. g., a similar color could be used
to link stimuli to objects. On the other hand, augmentations need
to be seamlessly integrated as to not obfuscate or occlude impor-
tant features of the physical world. This is especially important in
RBIR, assuming a system that runs in the background for extended
periods of time. There has been a lot of research on, e. g., label
placement in AR, however, achieving not only optimal visibility
but also a visually calm presentation that does not lead to visual
overload is still challenging.

**Limited Interaction Capabilities:** Working with our prototypes,
not all users were able to reliably use the air tap gesture. Also, the
concept of a gaze directed pointer, similar to a traditional mouse
pointer, was not always clear. While these and similar problems are
general challenges of spatial input for AR, a specific question for
RBIR is how to achieve the expressiveness and flexibility of tradi-
tional, desktop based searches. For instance, we do not believe that
a system could solely rely on contextual information taken directly
from the environment. Instead, the explicit input of search strings
will also sometimes be necessary. Speech-to-text is one approach for
text input with AR headsets, however especially with IR systems,
questions of privacy remain (see below). Another challenge are
complex, facet-based searches that usually require complex menus.
For such information needs, a successful RBIR system should not
be significantly harder to use than regular systems.

**Perspicuity & User Control:** Typically, IR systems are a black box
for the user. In the future, when they affect decisions in our daily
lives even more directly, an understanding of the factors leading
to the results is even more important. Thus, it is a challenge to
design Reality-based IR in such a way that the users feel in control.
Support for easy relevance feedback is one particular way to keep
the *human in the loop*. Building on that, it is important to clearly
visualize the system state and how the user’s input (e. g., their
relevance feedback) influences the IR process.

**Accessibility & Inclusion:** Often, it is assumed that every user
can interact with a designed system, when in reality accessibility is
lacking. For example, in AR there is a very strong reliance on visuals
with little regard for alternative forms of output, excluding visually
impaired users. Similarly, RBIR assumes physical navigation and
spatial input that may not be feasible for users with motor impair-
ments. Being locked out from using future general purpose RBIR
systems could become a serious problem. However, exclusion can also happen on other levels, through the language or the metaphors that the system uses or by the type and form of presentation of the results. Thus, it is an important research challenge to come up with a system design that is inclusive for all user groups, independent of factors such as age, cultural background, or abilities.

Privacy: A person’s search history allows to derive detailed knowledge of their interests and is as such highly sensitive information. Privacy in RBIR is an even bigger concern because of the combination with real-time location tracking, gaze information, and other metadata. However, another challenge is to support privacy not only against search providers but also bystanders and shoulder-surfing attacks. Very explicit forms of interaction, e.g., voice input or gestures, may leak information about the search interests of a user. AR headsets, while single user, may also allow others to perceive parts of their content and, in comparison to smartphones, can not be easily shielded by the user.

Filter Bubbles & Discriminating Algorithms: The risk of any user-model is to only show things that the user knows, expects, or wants. This stands in direct opposition to our goal of serendipity. While problematic even in today’s systems, it could become even worse in AR. There, these Filter Bubbles would extend to the real world with Information Retrieval. We presented a conceptual framework for spatial, in-situ visualizations of search stimuli, queries, and reformation Retrieval process with Augmented Reality by extending often stimulated by the user’s surroundings, we combined the Information Retrieval with Augmented Reality for Visualizing Complex Graphs in Three Dimensions. In Proc. ISMAR ’03. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 84–93. https://doi.org/10.1145/1240624.1240656
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